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In the life sciences sex is defined by how a species is
organized to reproduce. Human beings reproduce sexually.
This is because the union of a male sex cell (sperm) and a
female sex cell (ovum) is necessary to produce a human
offspring. There are exactly 2 sex cells required for human
reproduction; no more and no less. This is why human sex is
binary. Disorders of sex differentiation (DSD or intersex
conditions) are rare congenital, medically diagnosable
conditions associated with reduced fertility. DSD are not
additional sexes, rather they are better understood as birth
defects affecting the reproductive system and/or genitals.
Human sex is binary, genetically determined at conception,
identifiable in utero and acknowledged at birth. Sex is not
“assigned” according to the whims of doctors and nurses or
anyone else.
Prior to the 1950’s the term ‘gender’ referred solely to
masculine or feminine grammar. Gender was redefined by
unscrupulous sexologists as “an internal sexed identity”
during the 1950’s and 1960’s to justify their surgical and
hormonal manipulation of distressed transsexual-identified
men. Today’s post-Christian and anti-science culture has
taken this to unprecedented levels proclaiming not only that
every person has an “innate internal sexed identity” [a
gender] that may differ from the body’s sex, but also that the
body’s biological sex is nothing more than a social construct
that may be disregarded at will.
In reality, there is not a single medical test to diagnose a
person’s alleged “innate internal sexed identity” because
gender and gender identity exist only in the mind not in the
body. No child has a brain born “in the wrong body”. Every
organ, every nucleated cell of a person’s body, has the same
sex. So what of brain studies that allegedly prove otherwise?
Trans-identified youth do not have an “opposite-sexed”
brain in the wrong body any more than anorexic children
have “obese brains” trapped in emaciated bodies. Functional
MRI images of brains of anorexic youth differ from those of
non-anorexic youth yet one never hears the assertion that
anorexics are “born that way”. Instead, researchers point to
the process of neuroplasticity a proven phenomenon
whereby the brain changes in structure and function in
response to experience (including but not limited to
relationships, patterns of thinking and behavior).
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Similar but poorer quality studies of functional MRIs
have identified potential brain differences among
Trans-identified individuals, but in this case
neuroplasticity is completely ignored and the public is
instead fed the narrative that this proves an opposite
sexed brain is in the wrong body. Such an assertion is
mythology; Pagan Gnosticism not science.
Unfortunately, this myth is the basis of a multi-billion
dollar medical industry. So called gender experts
insist that medical intervention (lifelong dependence
upon toxic drugs with or without mutilating surgery)
is both necessary and life saving for children who
believe they are “trapped in the wrong body”. Yet,
there is not a single long term study to demonstrate
the safety or efficacy of puberty blockers, cross-sex
hormones and/or surgeries for transgender-believing
youth. Youth transition is experimental, and
therefore, parents cannot provide informed consent
and minors cannot assent to these interventions.
Moreover, the best long-term evidence we have
among adults shows that medical intervention fails to
reduce suicide.[1]

Proponents of these interventions for trans-identified
youth cite the American Academy of Pediatrics.
However, most are unaware that the AAP’s protransition policy has been discredited as a gross
misrepresentation of science by gender identity
psychologist Dr. James Cantor.[2]
In fact, many medical organizations around the
world, including the Australian College of Physicians,
[3] the Royal College of General Practitioners in the
United Kingdom,[4] and the Swedish National
Council for Medical Ethics[5] have characterized these
interventions in children as experimental and
dangerous. World renowned Swedish psychiatrist Dr.
Christopher Gillberg has said that pediatric transition
is “possibly one of the greatest scandals in medical
history”[6] and called for “an immediate moratorium
on the use of puberty blocker drugs because of their
unknown long-term effects.”[7]

Continued on Page 7
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Life and the Family in Quebec

by Georges Buscemi
Quebec had a wonderful history of
missionary activity throughout the
world. Can you explain the apparent
collapse of the church in Quebec?
The collapse of the Church in Quebec can be traced
back to a period historians call “The Quiet
Revolution,” which began in the late fifties, with the
death of a prominent “right-wing” leader, the prime
minister of the province, Maurice Duplessis.
Until that time, Quebec was an anomaly on the
North American continent: A microcosm of
Christendom in a sea of Protestantism. Church and
state in Quebec were intimately related. Men and
women religious ran hospitals and schools. The
overwhelming majority of the population regularly
attended mass. Large families of 8, 9, 12 children (my
own physics teacher was from a family of over 20
children) were not at all rare. However, the especially
intense demographic surge following the Second
World War served as a pretext for state intervention
into schools and hospitals. It was said that there
were not enough religious to go around. The laity
were to have their hour, displacing men and women
religious from these crucial roles.
If Catholicism was the dam which prevented the
tsunami of secularism from washing over the
province, the most crucial breach in that dam was in
the field of education. And the 2nd Vatican Council,
or the aura of change and religious liberalism that
surrounded it, seems to have played a crucial role.
Shortly after the installation of a new government
following that of Maurice Duplessis, there was a
push to reform the educational system of Quebec.
Until the Council, no radical changes to the
educational system of Quebec, which was deeply
Catholic, could be made. After the Council had
begun, however, the bishops seemed to have lost
their desire to hold on to education, and from 1962
onwards, education was torn from their hands and
given to the state. Many changes were brought in

quick succession thereafter, most significantly the
closing of Quebec’s famous “Collèges classiques” or
Catholic prep schools, replacing these with factorystyle, socialist leaning, brutalist constructions. The
Collèges classiques had for generations educated the
Catholic elite (doctors, lawyers, etc.) Their elimination
was tantamount to the beheading of Catholic civil
society. Meanwhile, the media-fuelled zeitgeist was
dictating that “Quebec was behind” economically, due
to its Catholic/Classical style of education. Quebecers
were to meet “the needs of today” by becoming more
liberal and economically astute.
The new “modern” (read: Marxist) schools set the tone
for the province. Children were now bussed to these
facilities from all points of Quebec.

They were given poor religious education, but most
crucially, there were inculcated into a liberal,
materialist, religiously indifferent, world view. The
children then “contaminated” their parents. The effect
was almost instantly felt: huge segments of the
population literally went from regular church practice
to zero attendance in the space of a weekend, as if of a
common accord. The Church itself, after the council
and the new mass, continued its downward spiral, the
aforementioned men and women religious defrocking
en masse to become state employees in the schools and
hospitals they had worked in previously. Today,
regular Sunday attendance at mass hovers at
approximately 1%, the birth rate of in the province is
well below the replacement rate, and abortions
number at about 25,000 per year, probably higher if we
could accurately count the chemical ones.
(Continued on Page 5)
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The Trinity
and the Family
by Fr. Patrick Pullicino
“Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and cleaves to his wife, and they become one flesh” (Gen
2:24). Genesis here shows the centripetal force of marriage, love at first sight or by degrees, brings together.
Love holds the Trinity together and no wonder therefore how strong the true Catholic marital bond can be.
How do the two become one flesh? This is part of the Trinitarian mystery. It is both a physical and spiritual
union. St Catherine of Siena was united to Christ. and in a vision was given an invisible ring of his flesh
which Catherine says she could see on her hand all her life. She also exchanged hearts with Our Lord - so
they became one flesh. Spiritual marriage of this kind is said to be a prelude to Christ sharing his sufferings
with his spiritual bride. In earthly marriage we certainly have to take on each others burdens but do so out
of love as Catherine did when Christ told her “embrace the cross, and for my sake look on all sweet things as
bitter and all bitter things as sweet and so be certain you will always be strong”.

Trinitarian love is always generative and so therefore must
true earthly marriage be. Children bring to marriage what
many nowadays may think of as bitter because they add to
physical burdens, but the love that children bring makes any
hardships vanish like the morning mist. Like being up all night
with a child with earache, and when by morning they are
finally asleep and relaxed, you still have the energy to smile
and face the day, knowing that they are recovering. Faithful
catholic marriage is likely sooner or later to bring with it signs
of closeness to our Lord with a wonderful unpredictability,
unforseeable depths of love but also sometimes deep
challenges, which our Lord saves for those closest to him. But
he always gives the strength to sustain them.
In the last year we have all been subjected to repeated efforts at control and intimidation.
Discouragement is always a softening up ploy of our eternal enemy, so like Catherine, we must try to put
worldly pressures in their spiritual context. Regular family rosary and prayer are a powerful protective
shield. Remember Our Lord said: “In the world you have trouble and suffering, but take courage—I have
conquered the world.”
Of all experiences available on earth, family life is the most wonderful, profound and rewarding - not only
in this world but abundantly for the next too. No wonder the family is the powerhouse of society and is
the institution most attacked by evil forces. We must be uncompromising in our protection of Catholic
marriage and anything that endangers it and ask God’s daily protection on what bears the Holy Trinity’s
intimate signature, in a troubled world. We must impress on the Church to put families foremost and
those with most children first. Remember Catherine was the twenty-third child of the Benincasa parents.
And in those days there were no take-aways or disposable nappies!

cont... Life and the Family in Quebec
What effect has this collapse had on the
legislation involving the family?

Quebec is a province of Canada. Laws
involving the killing of the vulnerable
(children in the womb, the elderly, etc.) are
voted at a federal level and do not emanate
from the Quebec provincial legislature.
However, the secularization of Quebec in
turn contaminated the rest of the country,
due to the enormous influence wielded by
the Quebec-born prime minister of the time,
Pierre-Elliott Trudeau (father to Justin
Trudeau, Canada’s current prime minister).
It was he who had passed Canada’s infamous
“omnibus bill” of 1969 which legalized many
anti-life, anti-family practises, such as
abortion and sodomy. He had also, in
another bill, liberalized contraception.
The damage done by the secularization of the
educational system could only be rivalled by
that of the health care system. Church run
hospitals filled with habited nuns were
quickly replaced by State run hospitals.
These quickly began permitting sterilizations
and giving out contraception. The state run
health system also rapidly began creating
abortion centres.

What is the situation for example on
euthanasia, abortion, parental rights or
the application of so-called gender
theory in Quebec?

Euthanasia is widely accepted in the
province as a form of “health care.” Once
again, Quebec was at the forefront of
legislation of this “service” in its facilities.
Abortion is also widely accepted. The schools
have not improved; they have only gotten
worse. Compulsory “sex education” pollute
the minds of the young and “Ethics and
religious Culture” courses indoctrinate them
with relativism.
Where do you see hope?

Liberals only “win” in the sense that they
mistake degeneracy and dissolution for
“victories”. Their victories are pyrrhic,
leaving a bitter taste in the mouths of all who
partake of them. They have been “winning”
for so long in Quebec that civil society is
already showing real signs of dissolution, the
corona situation only accelerating the rate of
decay. My hope is that the remaining islands
of sanity left after the inevitable collapse of
the superstructure will become havens to
those who hunger for truth, beauty and
goodness. This is why it is so important for
Catholics to strengthen their home-life and
immediate networks, and for the remaining,
truly Catholic institutions (pro-life groups,
parent groups, etc.), however small, to
tighten, not loosen, their links to Christ and
His Church, its authentic teachings and
immemorial tradition. Only people and
institutions intimately related to the Lord
will offer any kind of succour and asylum to
those escaping moral and societal collapse.
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Who is Who
President of the Academy

Dr. Thomas Ward
Dr. Ward who was born in the west of Scotland has been married to Mary for 52 years and has six
children and eighteen grandchildren.
He studied medicine at the University of Glasgow and at its Regius Professorial Department of Materia
Medica he subsequently taught medical undergraduates, gave lectures in Clinical Pharmacology and
established a specialist section in medical education. He subsequently worked in the Professorial
Department of Clinical Neurology in Glasgow.
For thirty years he practiced as a family doctor with a special interest in paediatrics, geriatrics ,medical
education and pharmacy in East Anglia.

He was a foundational figure in the
Parent’s Rights Movement in the UK.
Here he campaigned against the State’s
legal prohibition of doctors telling
parents when a child of whatever age
sought contraception or abortion
without parental knowledge or consent.
The issue which has been described by
the Speaker of the House of Commons as
the most crucial social legal issue of the
decade was finally decided against
parents by a judgement of the Law Lords.
Dr. Ward is the founder of the National Association of Catholic Families (NACF) which was inspired
by Saint Pope John Paul’s great vision for the family. It is an association of Catholic families who
give one another mutual moral, spiritual and social support in today’s culture of death. The
foundational documents are the Catechism of the Catholic Church, Familiaris Consortio, The Holy
See’s Charter of the Rights of the Family and, of course, Pope Paul VI’s Humanae Vitae. The NACF
has now spread to a variety of countries including Australia and Ireland. We rejoice in now having
our third generation of members.
For forty-six years Dr.Ward has promoted and defended the inalienable God given Rights of Parents
as the Primary Educators and Protectors of their children.He has spoken on the topic in Paris, Rome,
Warsaw, Lichtenstein, Louvain, Strasbourg, Dublin, the Kremlin, Rhodes, Croatia, Germany, Austria
and Hungary.
Up until the innovations of Pope Francis, Dr. Ward served as a Corresponding Member of the
Pontifical Academy for Human Life for nine years of an official ten year term. He is a founding
member of the John Paul II Academy for Human Life and the Family where he served as Vice
President for one year prior to serving as President since February of 2020.
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cont... Deconstructing Transgender Pediatric
The vast majority of children with gender incongruence
will outgrow it by young adulthood[8] and the vast
majority of gender incongruent teens are struggling with
other psychological diagnoses that predate their gender
incongruence. [9]
A recent report confirmed the findings of several older case
series revealing that gender incongruent adolescents can
embrace their bodies through counseling alone when it is
directed toward underlying psychological issues.[10]
Puberty is not a disease.[11] It is a critical window of normal
development during which significant advances in bone,
brain, sexual and psycho-social development occur;
advances that are radically disrupted by puberty blockers
like Lupron. When normal puberty is arrested, valuable
time and development is forever stolen from these children
because it is time in normal development that can never be
given back. This harm is in addition to well documented
negative emotional effects of Lupron.
For example, a UK whistleblower recently revealed that
gender-distressed girls exhibited more behavioral and
emotional problems and greater body dissatisfaction while
taking Lupron.[12] This is not surprising given that
Lupron’s package insert lists “emotional instability” as a
side effect and warns users to “Monitor for development or
worsening of psychiatric symptoms during treatment.”[13]

Temporary use of Lupron, the most common puberty
blocker in the United States, has also been associated with
many permanent and serious side effects including
osteoporosis, mood disorders, seizures,[14] cognitive
impairment[15] and, when combined with cross-sex
hormones, sterility.[16]
In addition to the harm from Lupron, cross-sex hormones
put youth at an increased risk of heart attacks, stroke,
diabetes, blood clots and cancers across their lifespan.[17]
Add to this the fact that physically healthy transgenderbelieving American girls are being given double
mastectomies at 13 and hysterectomies at 16, while their
male counterparts are referred for surgical castration and
penectomies at 16 and 17, respectively, and the eugenic end
becomes clear – affirming transition in children is about
sterilizing emotionally troubled youth.[18]
Parents, children and professionals throughout the
Western World are being led astray by elites in the medical
establishment driven by an evil ideology and economic
opportunity, not science and the ancient medical ethics
principle of first do no harm. The suppression of normal
puberty, the use of disease-causing cross-sex hormones
and the surgical mutilation and sterilization of children
constitute atrocities to be banned; they are not healthcare.
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Reflections
on Jérôme Lejeune
by Dr. Pilar Calva
Professor Jerome Lejeune, an advocate for the sanctity
of the human person. He had a profound respect for
every human life — young, sick, or weak. As a
pediatrician and geneticist , he discovered the genetic
basis for Down’s Syndrome the presence of an extra
chromosome 21. Heading the cytogenetics unit at the
Hôpital Necker- Enfants Malades in Paris, his
consultations became amongst the most sought after in
the world. Helped by his co-workers, he investigated
over 30,000 chromosome cases and treated more than
9,000 persons afflicted by intelligence disorders.
He referred to his Down’s Syndrome patients as “my
little ones,” and worked with their families to love
them. In irony, Lejeune’s research led to the
development of prenatal screening tests, most of whom
are routinely aborted. He denounced this abuse of
science as “chromosomal racism.” Lejeune opposed the
authorization in 1967 for women to use contraception,
I quote:
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“The perfect scientific procedure of mastering nature is the
obedience to its laws. And science reveals to us that the natural
regulation of births, is not only possible but fully effective. Being
able to control the fertility of love without abortion, without an
IUD, without a pill and with no artificial method of any kind.
Each woman can determine for herself if her physiological
condition will or will not permit her to procreate at a given time.
Certainly, the female organism is much more delicately
regulated. With the help of feminine intuition, she can recognize
the signs of her fertility by learning what to look for. The
awareness of fertility is the basis for the true freedom of love.”

"Professor Lejeune was always able
to employ his profound knowledge
of life and of its secrets for the true
good of man and of humanity, and
only for that purpose"
- John Paul II

Jérôme Lejeune also contributed to the knowledge of
cancer. His creative and enthusiastic activity about
biochemistry made him build molecular models. His
obsession was always to detect the mechanisms of
mental deficiency, in order to be able to treat it.
Clara, his daughter, wrote about her father:
“But here is a man who, because his convictions as a
physician prohibited him from following the trends of
his time, was banned by society, dropped by his
friends, humiliated, crucified by the press, prevented
from working for lack of funding. Here was a man who
became, for certain people, a man to be beaten down;
for others, a man not worth jeopardizing your
reputation with; and for still others, an incompetent
extremist.”
Who was Lejeune for me?
When I spoke with him personally for the first time in
July of 1983, I remember that what most struck me
were his clear blue eyes, which gave me the sense of
almost touching his search for truth and goodness. He
explained that I would accompany him during all of
the time he was with his patients.
During the months that I spent at his side, seeing
hundreds of patients with genetic illnesses, what
struck me was his scientific thoroughness with each
one of them.

He perfectly realized that we doctors are not before
illness, but before ill people, and that each person is
different. What most surprised me was his love for
life. He saw difficult cases: patients who did not
improve, who suffered and whose families suffered.
I remember how he spoke to those parents who had
decided to leave their newborn in the maternity ward
if studies revealed some chromosomal illness,
especially Trisomy 21, words to make the parents and
the patients fall in love with life.
For me, the most valuable of his accomplishments
was the change he made in me. When I arrived in
France, I lived a life divided between faith and reason.
I thought that from Monday to Saturday, I put on my
white coat for my scientific tasks, and Sunday was the
day I took off the white coat, put on my crucifix and
dedicated myself to my religious duties. Professor
Lejeune truly converted me, making me see that one
can wear the white coat and the cross, at the same
time. That is, one can fly with the wing of faith and
the wing of reason. Youth today need people like
Jérôme. It is clear that in a world where too many
doctors are at the service of death, or exploit others’
suffering, Professor Lejeune appears, morally and
scientifically, as an uncontested leader called to raise
up a new generation of researchers and doctors.

The Academy would like to extend
many thanks to all those who
contributed to the first edition of
The Academy Review.
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